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THE BUILDING BLOCKS

This episode of the ReCosting Energy box set aims to capture the 
building blocks that are needed to deeply decarbonise the energy 
sector. All our recommendations are shaped by the overall objective  
of optimising Carbon, Customers, Costs, Capacity and Capital 

throughout the system all referenced against a fully costed system.
These recommendations focus on changes to policy and regulation with clear 

actions required around accelerating decarbonisation, whole system costings, 
digitalisation as a key enabler and an overriding outcome requiring a Citizens’ 
Dividend integral to all we do.

Developed before, but published after the Government’s White Paper, this 
project supports all of its ambitions. We see some very strong themes that 
chime with our project from moving faster on decarbonisation, the welcome 
focus on whole system costings and design, digitalisation running through all the 
recommendations and consumer interests of first and foremost importance.

We hope ReCosting Energy can provide some input into these future 
strategies. Pushing for further, faster and deeper action on some issues, proposing 
specific measures and methodologies on others, and introducing new concepts 
and potential actions to deliver Government’s drive for a Net Zero Energy system.

INTRODUCTION
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We recognise that many of the recommendations have a 
different level of complexity to implement and have given a 
Red, Amber or Green rating to each of the recommendations, 
outlining the challenges that each poses.

Fully 
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Actions & 
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Whole 
System 
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throughout 
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All regulatory and 
policy actions should 

be guided by optimising 
the 5 Cs, measured 

against the Full  
System Costs

Optimising the 5 Cs: 
Carbon, Customers, 
Costs, Capacity  
& Capital



TODAY
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FROM THE FEW TO THE MANY
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AMBITION: A system designed for and 
by citizens, offering them opportunities 
and rewards as equal partners in building 
a decarbonised system. Focusing on 
delivering the most friction-free and cost-
effective journey to a decarbonised future 
for all.

TODAY: Customers are not seen as 
instrumental in shaping the new system 
and benefits to them often appear as 
secondary to the system’s needs. Policies 
need to be designed to ensure citizens feel 
they are beneficiaries of the investment.

C itizens do have a veto on Net Zero and will be the judge and jury 
on whether we have shaped our energy system with customers 
at its heart. A just transition is crucial to the sustainability of the 
decarbonisation journey and cannot be seen as an add-on but 

intrinsically embedded in all that the sector does.
This report places customers and citizens at the centre of the decarbonisation 

journey by respecting their crucial role and rewarding them accordingly. 
There is a lot required to rebalance the system from the few players today 

to the many customers whose actions, assets and behaviours will have such 
a significant impact on decarbonisation. This power imbalance is significant 
today (see page 8 of Episode One), but when embarking on the next stages of 
decarbonisation – heat and transport – we are going to have to ask so much 
more of customers. 

Consider the “asks” of customers going forward:
• Invest in a new car
•  Change their heating equipment
•  Insulate their homes
This could total between £30,000 and £50,000. 

While we know that these changes are essential to decarbonise, we have to 
establish not the what but HOW to enable, support and accelerate deployment  
of all these very expensive interventions that we need customers to make.

We have aimed to shape recommendations to unlock the value and the 
accessibility of all our assets to the many, not just those with capital sitting  
in their bank account.



The Opportunity
•  To ensure large capital assets are available and accessible to the many
•  To reward customers’ actions and assets equally to those of generation
•  To maintain strong citizen support in decarbonisation

Reducing Financial Barriers to Accessing 
these new Assets
For an average customer, changing their heating system is as big a financial ask 
– if not bigger – as for a large infrastructure fund requiring support to build an 
off-shore wind farm.
•  Rewarding Energy Efficiency: Permanent demand reduction has a 

significant value that is not captured in any support mechanism or market 
mechanism. Energy efficiency must play a more central role in the Capacity 
Market and even through Contracts for Difference – the difference between 
energy generation and energy savings costs. See From Supply to Demand 
– Episode Three.

•  Making Capital Investments Accessible for All: It is virtually impossible 
for the majority to invest in EVs, new heating equipment or energy 
efficiency off the basis of a volatile commodity price. We need to pass 
the capital investment on to the retailers while enabling the customers to 
gain the benefits through product based services. This is so common in 
other consumer areas from car leasing, mobile phone packages and office 
equipment leasing. See From Commodities to Services – Episode Three.

•  Supporting Retailers, Housing Associations and Local Authorities 
too: Deployers of these assets should have equal access to all support 
mechanisms. As shown in our new metrics, demand assets deliver whole 
system value and capacity and therefore should have access to the Capacity 
Market and Contracts for Difference mechanisms until greater parity is 
reached. See From Supply to Demand & From Mature to Immature 
Technologies – Episode Three.

Rewards Flowing to Customers
•  Whole System Value: By measuring the Whole System Value of Demand 

Assets we can reward customers for their assets. As shown through the new 
metrics developed for this report, customers’ demand side actions have 
significant value and this value needs to flow through to customers. See 
From Silos to Whole System – Episode Two.

•  Democratising Access to all Markets: Opening up all markets to all asset 
classes and sizes will further allow for demand side actions and assets to 
attract fair rewards for their participation. See From Supply to Demand – 
Episode Three.
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A Fairer Deal for Customers
•  Reduce the Socialising of Risk and the Cost to Consumers: There is too 

much risk placed on consumers and this requires a review of how regulation 
allows for companies to pass risk from one player to another. Where possible, 
risk that is created by a business needs to be owned and managed by that 
company. See From Spreading to Owning Risk – Episode Three.

A Stake for Citizens
•  A Citizens’ Share: Government should design its support schemes to 

include a Citizens’ Share. It is important that customers have a stake in 
the investment that government is making on their behalf. Revenues from 
this “Citizens’ Share” should be allocated to a Citizens’ Adaptation and 
Transformation Fund directed at the challenges that communities and 
citizens are likely to face on the journey to decarbonise. 

Conclusion
The theme of Citizens’ Dividend runs throughout this report and is crucial to the 
transformation of the sector. At the heart is that the future system becomes 
demand led. This redesign is one that many other sectors have experienced from 
food through to data and transport. We need to start now!

The cumulative impact of the measures outlined above but further developed 
in other sections should deliver a significant change in power, resources and 
access to assets to the benefit of consumers. While the cost reductions are very 
important, changing the design of the system around demand not generation is 
key for the future of regulation, policy and business practice. 

Each of the recommendations throughout this report aim to fulfil our stated 
obligation to deliver this Citizens’ Dividend and are covered in other sections.
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Thank you to




